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later, team flash learned from barry about garrick's involuntary return from the speed force prison,
and sought out garrick for help in finding cisco and caitlin. with garrick's help, they found cisco in

central city while caitlin was in starling city, where she was being treated after her powers from killer
frost temporarily returned. while the four searched for the two who had previously been separated,
joe west informed barry about the many deaths of speedsters over the years. barry blamed himself

for those deaths as he felt he was responsible for what had happened to jay and the rest of the
speedsters in the future but he ultimately realized that, like jay, they had no choice in deciding

whether or not to come to the future and changed his own actions to avoid that happening. thus,
barry decided to use all of his power to save a future where jay had perished and he was being

blamed for it but was ultimately successful in doing so. as team flash prepared to return home, barry
told jay, sally, harry, garrick, cisco and caitlin that their suffering was worth it since jay's resurrection
would prevent the deaths of innocent people. he further stated that he didn't know what happened

to them in the future to make jay think that sacrificing himself would result in such a horrific chain of
events but jay later told barry that he believed that his death would result in the death of someone
close to him. he thus decided to return to the future in order to prevent jay's death. in the past, kid
flash told barry that jay would see his actions in the future and thus jay realized that the reason jay

was unable to save himself was because he had died in the future, hence he decided to sacrifice
himself so that jay would be able to survive in the future.
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flashpoint's main villain, savitar, was on one of his many forays, searching for the speed force-
powered teen titans. savitar caught a bad break when two salvaged c-batteries became separated

from the cell in which he was kept, and a third found its way into the hands of the last villain to
escape his dungeon, killer frost, who was using it to reverse-engineer a space-time engine. using a
time machine, savitar used the flashpoint crisis to track down the missing cell, only to discover that
it had been attached to the corpse of the flash of earth-1, jay garrick. savitar thought he could use

garrick, and something that had resided within him before going to prison, to cheat time into working
for him, and on the very first day that the speed force freed jay and took his helmet back, savitar

started to question whether he had been right. garrick then tried to flee savitar's army, but he was
cornered by wonder woman, who happened to be visiting earth-1 during flashpoint, but had been
brought there by reverse-flash. both rivals exchanged blows before jay tried to take her helmet to

use to communicate with her, but savitar saw his opportunity and seized it. flashpoint ended, savitar
went out on the rampage, and he found the helmet more than equal to its task. he returned to his

troops, only to discover the team had been turned against him by his former ally, caitlin snow. taking
the opportunity, he seized control of the white martians, who were to act as savitar's personal valets,

and headed to central city to face the flash himself. facing the combined might of the flash and
wonder woman in his new,, flashy armor, savitar proved unstoppable, though even with increased
speed, he was unable to beat flash or the latter's alliance. savitar then went to destroy the justice

league, knowing the flash would come to their aid. however, after saving the city, the flash became
weary of acting as savitar's sidekick, and this was the point where his resolve started to falter; at

that moment, savitar shot flashpoint barry allen, killing him. savitar then found the remains of a c-4
charge and used it to destroy the man of steel, wonder woman and the batwoman. jay was horrified
by his actions, something he had always thought was impossible. flashpoint was cancelled, the flash
regained his normal powers and ability, and the white martians, in their lasciviousness, elected him

the new leader. he claimed he owed the entire multiverse an apology. [7] 5ec8ef588b
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